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Mull and The
Small Isles

Four Wayfarers make
a two week cruise in

May 1996

By Robert Harland



This is the bit / 6

l of Scotland
we were cruis-
ing in.



Island cruising3
Wherever you sail there is a
special bit of magic to crossing
a piece of water in you boat 'gill
and landing on an island. As a
kid this might be no more
than crossing a boating lake to
a small island of only a few
sqare yards. For us in our tani aig
Wayfarer it meant rounding
Ardnamurchan Point. the most
Westerly part of mainland S.,

Britain, and a minimum 20
mile sail across the open sea to E . , . $a
where we would find The .
Small Isles (Muck, Eigg, Rhum, H ,.
Canna & Sanday).

Last year we had sailed to Coil
and Tiree. and from the high anArdiauy a
sand dunes on the NW side of
Coil we had looked North to
with the Small isles laid out
before us on a blue sea glisten- V
ing in the sunshine. Beyond riree
the Cuillin mountains on Skye
stood dramatically on the sky-
line. The picture was so entic-
ing that we had to return for a Oban
closer look.

This was Whimbrel's fourth
trip to Scotland. We were
more experienced and better
equipped than before. but this Inner Hebrides
time we had the company of
three other Wayfarers:
Waterwitch W773 - Matt going really well the Outer for a settled window to go out
Sharman and Mike Johnson Hebrides. We were not plan- to the islands.
Turmoil W2101 - Stuart and ning any marathon stints, but May is supposed to have set-
Simon Robinson if conditions were good for tled weather, but the main
Treacle Too W - Rob sailing then we were prepared reason is that I hate
Wagstaffe and Caroline to sail up to 40 miles in a day mosquitoes which are less
Nathan. to get somewhere. abundant so early in the year.

There is loads of daylight
Our planned course was pretty Our cruising motto is plan for which makes afternoon and
loose, starting (and finishing fair weather but make contin- vening sailing a really good
we hoped) at Oban. From gency for foul. Our contin- option. Remember though.
Oban to the Sound of Mull, gency was to stay within Lochs this is Scotland, it can be
Tobermory and then out to Sunart and Teacius. there was pretty chilly in May and it of-
sea Northwards to Muck. Eigg, an easy 3 days "sheltered' sail- ten was.
Rhum. Skye and if things were ing here and we could wait



Oban - here we come
CGatting ready Oban. I am surprised that so rough road surface on this bit

few peopie seem to start from of the M6.
It does not seem to matter Oban. It has supermarkets and
how much time we have for all kinds of shops, chandlery.
preparation, at the last minute There is an excellent campsite wheel nuts on the M6
things are always a bit of a a couple of miles out of town And then it came to me * what
rush. For any trip there are a at Gallanach and a perfect I had forgotten to do after ad-
few basic things that are essen- Wayfarer launch site just over justing the trailer wheel bear-
tiai - like sails, rudder, tiller, the road from the campsite at ings - tighten the wheel nuts.
The secret here is to always Puffin Dive Centre. I like to We were lucky. three nuts
leave them in the boat, then it settle into a long cruise with a were still on though they had
is impossible to forget them. day or so to make sure the worked loose. The wheel itself
And for a short trip most other boat is sailing okay and just to work ed as all thees
things you can manage with- acclimatise. Oban lets you do was knackered as all the holes
out. But for a long cruise in a this. Rather than having to sail were enlbargd,y aond thestd
fairly remote part of the coun- straight out into the wide whnere alhbdl worl n. Weht
try leaving an important bit of opnsea a day or two to chngedu the whreelnt and tgt
equipment or clothing behind gmake down the Sound of Mull headed into Stafford looking
is not a good start. It was not gives a nice gentle start to the for a 4th nut and some new
so much a question as to what holiday,.td.Adornx i flc
we had forgotten to bring, studs. And our next bit of luck
more a question of what I had The trailer seemed to be rather was it was only 5pm and we
forgotten to do.... noisy this time, was the boot found a Rover dealer still

closed properly? Was there open with spare mini wheel
1600hrs and we were away, something rattling in the car ? nuts and studs. So we lost an
heading for Scotland and Oh well I guess it is just the hour but averted what would

have been a nasty accident.
It was about 0200hrs when
we arrived at the campsite at

* ~~~~~~~Oban. within 5 minutes the
<1 kn> ^ * 2 tent was up and we were in

#- - II / our sleeping bags, it was cold
and I was regreting not taking
our winter bags already.

,_/Zp - r ban
Kerrera/ .

{ / ~campsiite
Gallanachmore campsite
overlooking Kerrera Sound
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Oban to Loch Aline
Day 1 Saturday 18 May 1more than F2 and on the big buoys in the harbour, say-
We awoke to the loud broad nose. We had about 5 hours ing to Clare `are n't those Car-
Norfodk accent of Mike John- of fair tide, our chances of dinal marks ?-. And over the
son announcing that he was making Tobermory tonight side bf the boat the seaweed
off to Tesco, it was 0300hrs. a did not look too good, but and rocks were quite clear on
definite chill was in the air but that did not seem to matter - the bottom in less than 2' feet
plenty of blue sky and sun- it was a beautiful day in mag- of water. Well no big deal the
shine which was warming nificent scenery. centreboard and rudder just
things up. We meet Rob, Car- I am much more relaxed sail- pop up and in the light wind
oMtne, Stuart and Simon and ing in Scotland now. I feel that conditions it is no problem,
Matt. all comfargetens ita lled I know and understand the just a gentle reminder not to
in their large tents. l take a waters - how they change be too relaxed.
shower - perhaps the last for 2 with different conditions Oban is a main ferry port, so
weeks ? - and Clare goes for where to expect shallow wa- keep a watchful eye for ferries
some fresh bread in town. By ter how the winds might vary coming to and leaving from
1100hrs we are all gathered at t e wris ai va Oban - and they are pretty
the launch slip loading and meant that f had not checked frequent.

riggNgEourboats. bThe inec the charts or tides too care- From Oban Harbour we
is NE F3/4 and fine, bathed in fully. Firstly it was close to a reached across to Lismore and
sunshine and sheltered from low spring tide and we had Lady's Rock. The flooding tide
any breeze it is pleasantly had to launch off the end off was quite noticeable, sweep-warm ashore, the slip. And now the second ing us up Loch Linnhe. Being

1330hrs and we are all away thing as we tack across Oban lazy we had not plotted a
fromtheslip, andhe ared al aharbour we find the bottom. I course, and a couple of times

was just looking at these great we had to head up a bit to lay
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Lady's Rock. Whimbrel com- tle green slopes of Mull on the ArdtorrIsh k.use
pared to the other three boats one side, the towering dark & garden 
is lightly laden and we are steep mountains of Morvern
much faster, as we approach on the other. We have no campsite
Lismore we can see the seals chance to make Tobermory.
basking and some very distinc- Although there are anchorages
tive overfalls - now the tide marked up the Sound they of- /
stream is pushing us fiercely fer little shelter for Wayfarers.
into the Sound of Mull. The The sun has gone and it is *N.>a , /
chart clearly marks these over- cold. We turn into Loch Aline
fails Last year on this same which is a delightful small
stretch of water but at neaps loch where there is a gap in
the water was quite flat, in a the mountains on the
breeze it could become a Morvern shore. In the en- Sound
pretty lively channel to sail trance the tide can be signifi- S
through. We jill around for the cant, also watch for the ferry
others to catch up. Meanwhile whichs docks at the village on
we watch Treacle Too swept the West side of the entrance.
sideway past the tip of Lis- The channel is buoyed and the
more as she is caught by the pilot talks of leading marks, to anchor comfortably. Stuart
tide rip - we had never seen but in a Wayfarer it is all picks out a nice patch of grass
her move so fast. straight forward and the bot- about halfway along the West

Into Loh Aline tom is clear when you are in shore, it is nearly high water
Into Loch Ie the shallows. and we all float our boats easliy

The wind which had gone You will find a few yachts an- onto it. Although there are a
flukey filled in on the nose up chored in the loch, there is few large stones we soon clear a
the Sound of Mull. F2/3. We good shelter from all direc- smooth path. A bit of rolling
tack to and fro, the more gen- tions and a Wayfarer could lie and the boats are secure out of
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Loch Aline to Strontian

U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,,

DAY E

_ _ X,
0 _ t

DAY 2osunday 19 Ii May trd,ancge the pathu takes youa col w hendw.oebtti
greyday ith ampess n th throug tnhoe silicas minte wok Time heav (doesntgur itnalway

air, and everyone has had a afternoon which gives a better forecast gave S-S/E F4/5 in.
cold night. Enthusiasm for sail- otokfrMna SE F3/4. creasing S/SW F6 perhaps F7.
ing is not great, and there is In the evening Stuart and Si- Insieothwahr ws
split between Treacle Two!/o ul rn ofr n determined to make progress
Turmoil and WhimbrelAWater- produce jacket potatoes ready today.
witch on whether or not to wrapped in foil for baking. The tide means we have to
sail. Conditions in the Sound Evening shipping forecast NE float off around 0930. so with
of Mull should be quite sail- F5-7 rain - who do we be- full main and jib we sail off to
able & I was tempted to press lieve? the village to top up with
everyone that we go. But on fresh water and send post~
balance we decide to have a DAY3 Monday 2OthMay cards. We stop at the oldshore day. stone pier, there is a water tap

Both Clare and I want to ex- am slightly more comfortable here. It is a not a good place
plore Ardtornish Gardens, and during the night, with woolly to leave the boat unattended.
a good walk will wanm us up. socks and thermals. But why fine lust for a few minutes
In the afternoon we walk to oh why had not packed my while one of the crew nips
the village at the loch en- winter sleeping bag. It was ashore.
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Fast planing down the onto a very broad reach the Gooey mud on Oronsay
Sound of Mull wind easily F6 now and theboat is really smoking. Still We elect to tack rather than
Once into the Sound of Mull reasonably in control of the gybe as we turn East. Oronsay
the wind was mostly F4 and we boat but much more on the - the smail island at the en-
have a dead run, with a foul limit. With only small waves trance to Loch Sunart - is
tide we keep to the Morvem running, we are sailing flat out ahead. We lose the waves and
shore and make good progress. - really exhilerating. Normally some of the wind, the sailing
Off Salem we pick up some by this stage we would have becomes more relaxed. The
more wind, and over the Mull pulled in our second reef, but I OS map shows sandy inlets on
mountains the weather looks am concious of Turmoil be- the North side of Oronsay,
more threatening. We pull in hind who only has one reefing and I am looking for one of
our lst reef, mainly precaution- line rigged. Shortly we will these for our lunch stop. We
ary at this stage - but as it hap- turn East and should find shel- tack in to the most likely look-
pened very timely. Heaved to ter behind Morvern. ing one - Sailean Mor -, and
we wait for the other boats to We pass a large yacht under soon stop near the top of the
catch up and reef likewise. Now power - they seem pretty sur- inlet when the water is too
on a broad reach with a touch prised to see 4 Wayfarers out shallow to beat any further.
of west in the wind and more in this breeze. Alas though, not in sand. a
like FS. We are cracking along rathy gooey mud. Out goes
planing almost continually. We the hook.
can see Tobermory ahead. but
we are heading for Loch Teacius
on the mainland side.

The Morvern shore falls away
to the North and Ardnamur-
chan lies ahead. We bear away
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Breezy lunch stop at The tides ebbs for a while and the nose - no chance to be
Oronsay then after reading a few chap- reading the pilot notes as we

ters of my book it is flooding sail. The tide swirls through
There is not much shelter even and we are afloat. We shall the Kyle. we dodge the rocks
as close to the shore as we are. need the tide to help us which are easy enough to pick
and vicious gusts are regularly through the narrow West Kyle out, watching the for the bot-
hitting us dropping down off of Carna into Loch Teacius. At tom all the time. We tack back
the hills. We rig up our mark I high tide the passage from and forth on about 1/2 centre-
tent just as far back as the cen- Drumbuie (the water between board and soon we are
tre thwart to shield us from Oronsay and Morvern) direct through into the Loch. This is
the wind, time for a hot drink to the Kyle is possible in a what I really enjoy about
and a rest in our little shelter. Wayfarer. Wayfarer cruising, we go from
The other boats do the best So now with 2 reefs and the a romping good sail pretty
they can: Waterwitch anchors time 1600 hrs we haul up the much out on open sea, and
a few yards away like us. Trea- anchor, then a tricky manoeu- now a few hours later we are
cle Too and Turmoil eventu- vre to bear away in shallow navigating the narrowest of
ally pull up in deeper water by water within the narrow chan- passage through the rocks -
the rocky shore. nei before crashing into the you just cannot attempt this
Scrambling ashore (if you rocks - which we just mange diversity of sailing in any other
make it through the deep to avoid rather neatly. boat.
mud) is not easy with waist On charts the West Kyle of We find the broad sandy bay
high heather. Next time we Carna is named "Caol Achadh just on the SW side of Teacius
will go into Drumbuie. Lict translating as the channel nicely sheltered - marked on

of the field of stones. The de- OS map as Poll Achadh Lu-
tails in the pilot are there for achrach. From a distance it
you. but remember we have looks like rocky mud. but in
reduced sail. the wind gusting fact it is black firm sand with
from F3 - F6 pretty much on only a few rocks, we anchor in

Loth Sunart

Sailean Mor dries at
the top to soft mud,
the shelter was not
very good and proved
a disappointing lunch
time anchorage

(sun ~~The beach at Drum-
buie was stoney, but
ashore there was

Dn~ ~~~~~~~~~~~good grass for land
tents.
Follow dosely the
Cama side of the

Loc1 West Kyle into Loch
Merven T Teacius, the camp-

she heme is superh.
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Totally isolated at Loch DAY 4 Tuesday 21 May our pumps see some action.
Teacius Cc forecast SE F4/5, with We are in close company withstrong winds in the Minch. Waterwitch and get some
shallow water as the tide con- The weather is still unsettled great photos as they plane up
tinues to flood. Above the with fresh and strong winds at our transom.
sand there are some grassy sea. I am keen to visit Tober- Tobermory for lunch
mud flats and then some mory, so our plan to sail over
thicker grass before giving way there, review the forecast and Tobermory is a charmmg
to forest - but all low lying. perhaps sail back and up Loch town, the colourfui buildings
Turmoil goes for their boat Sunart. along the harbout are well
tent for the first time on this known. Perhaps not an ideal
trip. Matt and Mike prefer the 1000 hrs we are off, double place to stop overnight in a
luxury of their spacious land reefed still, but this time down Wayfarer, but worth a visit for
tent and rind a nice bit of grass the East Kyle of Carna which is an hour or two. For Tober-
- later they they watch the tide much wider and deeper. In mory anchoring in deep water
edging dangerously close to fact the passage North of and rowing ashore in your in-
their tent. It is a pleasant Cama out of Loch Sunart is far flateable dinghy is the best op-
evening, the forest comes from clear at any distance. tion. None of us however car-
close to the shoreline and shel- looking at the chart is should ried an inflateable dinghy.
ters us from the fresh breeze all be obvious - but it is not. Probably the best choice
nicely. We have a fantastic Trust the chart and OS map would have been to go along-
view across the loch to Carna, though rather than any other side the stone pier with the
the East Kyle and Ardnamur- intuition you may have. fishing boats. we anchor and
chan beyond. We are totally We have an exhilerating sail waded ashore. My prototype
isolated here. the nearest road across Sound of Mull reaching pulley on the anchor with a
miles and miles away all the way, there is a bit of line ashore does not work

sea running and plenty of solid very well. As the tide ebbs
stuff coming into the boats - so Whimbrel grounds on the
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rough bottom but is rescued by approaches and the loch above where we have stopped
Mike in his dri-suit leggings. widens a little, and is very friendly. We have

The CMo op is well stocked, and It is nearly high tide and we some drinks at the bar and ne-
the Tobermory Bakery has some stop on the grassy mud flats gotiate showers with the land-
excellent bread. The Public Loos just under the road on the East lor forethe mornsaing. but3
are nice and clean. Fresh water is side of the Inlet at Strontian.
not so easy, the hose on the stone The Hotel Sunart is on the miles.
fishing pier is apparently not other side of the road just
drinking water. Care gets waterdI
from the Garage along the road, |
Witl fresh food and more beer | 
we set off at 1430 hrs I " .

A reach back across Sound of|
Mull, and then still reaching in a ]4
mainly F4 SE'ly wind up Lochi
Sunart. The reefs are shaken out.| 
We are in company with a big |* ^ 5 dbecnl
Moody until Glas Eilean. and en- >c _r
joying good sailing.i _f 2
At Laudale Narrows the wind 5 a 5 p
goes fickle, gentle gusts drop ii 
down from the hill in all direc- |__
tions, we watch out for rocks be-ll
low the surface and wierd eddies. |campsitee 
The tide carries us through, but itE|
is slow progress until Strontian ' 1 -



Wedesday 22nd May showers the tide is well out The 1750 forecast is not en-
and it would have been a long couraging: Malin S-SW F4/5

Real luxury, a lovely hot job to roll four Wayfarers occ F6. Hebrides SE - S FS-7
shower in Hotel Sunart fol- down to the water. So we decreasing F4/5. more rain.
lowed by coffee and short- have our second day ashore. Strontian is not a bad place to
bread in the nice warm Strontian has an interesting spend a day. Refreshed after
lounge. Outside, rain. history. an old lead mining enjoying the facilities at Hotel
A day in Strontian area and supposedly the origin Sunart everyone is keen to

of the name of the element move on tomorrow and not
I telephone the coastguard, Strontium. put off by the forecast. i did
logged where we were and not know how far we would
get the forecast - SE FS/6. i am There is a good Spar shop and no now how f4/5 we
keen to sail - in the lochs I reasonable public loos in a ge, but I hoped with F4/5 we
reckon it is pretty safe. I am modern village centre with a would get out around Ardna-
also concerned for the wind school a few hundreds to- murchan Point to the Small
going Westerly which would wards the valley, A cafe up the Isles.
give us an awful long beat valley road and a wood turner
back down the loch. Matt is make an interesting leisurely
unhappy about the strong walk in spite of the rain. The
down drafts from the moun- Post Office towards the loch
tains - ah well these Norfolk seems to have everything in-
boys find acclimatising to the cluding ironmongery and
mountains quite difficult some nice postcards.
(though perhaps he was also
interested in a nice meal in the
Hotel in the evening). As it is,
by the time we have all had
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To the open sea at last
DAY 6 Thursday 23 May Well, we all want to get out Stuart and Simon have done a

to the Small Isles. This is the brilliant job collecting fire-
Today i listen to the early fore- last chance for Matt and Mike wood. i also discover the
cast, SW F3/4 occ F5. Yes. we as they want to be sure of get- source of Turmoil's ballast - an
have missed the Easterly yester- ting back around Mull to enormous hatchet for chop-
day that would have taken us Oban by Tuesday. So we de- ping firewood and a great big
down Loch Sunart, so we have cide to give Ardnamurchan car torch. Matt and Mike share
a long beat iS miles into a good Point a go. some beers around - those old
breeze and it looks like showers. 1600 hrs and with a second wood boats seem to have an
We are all away at 0900 hrs - reef we are off. heading for awful lot of stowage space
floating off on the high tide - Muck or Eigg. The breeze is particularly for alcohol.
setting jib and one reef. SW F5 but we are going okay With Southerly F4 promised
It is a long tough sail. we take a and not overpressed. Once for the morning I am deter-
fair bit of spray onboard but clear of Oronsay I call the CG mined to get out to the Small
generally avoid solid water - the on VHF, Forecast SW FS back- Isles tomorow, Treacle Too
pumping keeps me warm. The ing S F4 by morning, but sea decides to come with us. Wa-
bends in the loch offer little state gives moderate with terwitch and Turmoil plan to
help. The wind seems to funnel rough offshore. I imagine con- head for Colt and then return
straight down and we tack the ditions at Ardnamurchan Point to Oban via lona and Ross of
whole length unable to get a - by which time turning back Mull.
favourable leg. Turmoil is going would be impossible, and de-
really well, with their extra cide to return to Drumbuie
weight they seem to stand up to and our lunch time stop. I call
the wind much better than us. the CC again and advise our
Treacle Too the same. plan - he kindly offers his
a break at Drumbule apologies for the weather.

Later I found out Mike and
I try without success to get the Simon were getting quite tired
coastguard forecast on VHF as and I was glad to have turned
we sail down Sunart, but any- back. It would have made it a
way I need a rest before we go long sail, not dangerous I think
out to sea, So we pull into but quite arduous.
Drumbuie - the anchorage be-
hind Oronsay - at 1400 hrs. Sur- Turmoil's and Waterwitch's
prisingly everyone seems pretty crew camp ashore in land
fresh. The best "beach" is again tents. their boats at anchor
black sand but very stony. Still afloat. There is a good sretch
wanting to make contact with of grass but this is too far
CG I climb up the hill behind above the stones to move the
our anchorage to try the VHF, other boats. We roll Treacle
but no luck - i would have had Too and Whimbrei part of the
to climb the much bigger moun- way up the beach to find a
tain further back. fairly stone free patch and rig

a complicated net of lines
from anchors and trees to
keep the boats still when they
float.

And another great bonfire -
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Rounding Ardnamurchan Point

DAY 7 Friday 24 May One reef and a jib set we make best speed to take full
leave Drumbuie, the winds are advantage of the fair tide

At 0550 hrs I ami awake for flukey in the entrance, and the while we can.
the shipping forecast and in- padde is put to use. We are close hauled until the
shore forecast. We get the first The early start (0800 is early Ardnamurchan shore starts to
mention of F3 for a week, in for us!) gives somne fair tide turn North and we can ease
fact winds all around the coast around Ardnamurchan Point. away gradually, By 1100 hrs
are much less. I rouse Treacle The photo in the pilot shows a we are rounding Ardnamur-
Too and tell them we are go- large yacht deep reefed in chan Point - something of a
ing for 0800 start, heavy seas sailing past this psychlogical barrier to explor-
We bid farewell to Turmoil Point. which has something of ing the islands North of Mull.
and Waterwitch who are a reputation as the most West- A black shower cloud hits us
heading for Coil and a mnore erly point on the British main- with more breeze and rain.
leisurely start, land. In fact there are no orver- we pull in a reef. the sea is

Leavig a heitred nchoage tails shown on the chart. quite lumpy - left over from
you have no idea what the log our passage with C who strong winds of the preceding
wind is doing on the open wa- gives a fair weather outlook days.
ter. We always tend on the with a high pressure ridge The shower passes. the wind
side of caution, but we are building over Scotland for a eases a bit, and the sun comnes
pretty nifty at increasing our few days. As we make out out. We bear away onto a
rig if the wind calls for more into the wide Sound of Mull, broad reach, the sea is
sail. Coil and Tiree are clearly visi- sparkling in the sun and in

ble, the wind is F3/4 the reef front of us a magical view of
comes out and we change up the Small Isles sitting in a glori-
to genoa, am anxious to ous blue sea. in the distance
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the dark Cuillin mountains on below) which is easy to pick fancy a lot of rolling plan to
Skye, to the East snow topped up and helps identify the is- arrive say +- 2 hrs high tide to
mountains and geen hills on land from the main mass of get over this.
the mainland - fantastic - this Eigg. I want to avoid losing it is a short walk along the
one view makes the whole the wind in the narrow chan- beach and a clamber over the
trip, everything is just as I had nel between Chathastail and rocks to the small stone pier
dreamed. Eigg and being caught in a where the ferry docks. The

strong adverse tide. Cafe at the top of the pier
We find - just as promised by opens to serve the ferry trafficEigg - Galmisdale the OS - beautiful silvery white and has quite a good choice

Our plan is for Eigg - Galmis- sand in the harbour. On the considering the isolated loca-
dale. The OS shows a sandy NWly corner is the com- tion. Next door is a small craft
bay well sheltered from most pletely enclosed Boat Harbour shop. A tap on the pier pro-
directions. I have a course laid (surrounded by a stone wall) duces very peaty water (well i
which we alter a little to avoid which we look at. I do not hope it was just peat). Aiso
the slightly rough looking wa- care for the rough walls which "public" loos next to the craft
ter between Muck and Eigg - we would have to lie along- shop. No-one seemed to mind
perhaps the 4 knot tide men- side, and the sand there is very us using them, though we did
tioned in the pilot. Sgurr of soft almost muddy. Instead we also make use of the cafe and
Eigg is very prominent from go for the sand just below the craft shop.
some way off. Navigation is short rocky foreshore opposite
easy with this good visibility. the Boat Harbour entrance. It
We sail around Eilean is close to high tide when we
Chathastail - (the small island arrive and we let the boats dry
guarding Galmisdale) - this has out. It is warm and sunny. Our
a small lighthouse on the East "middle harbour' is sheltered
side Oust visible in the photo by a mini sand bar, unless you
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The beach at Eigg - Galmisdale - looking East
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Eilean Chathastail is a short distance beyond Treacle Too. We floated for an
hour or so at high water, but the sand bar and generally sheltered location
stopped even the slightest swell. We rigged lines ashore to the rocks but some
sort of snubber would have been useful as vwe snatched on the lines in the gen-
tle breeze.

Eigg is privately owned, there prefer their beaten up cars. The 1750 shipping forecast is
has been on going dissatisfaction The road across the island goes confusing, wind probably go-
between residentsftenants and steeply up the hill. eventually ing NW around F4. But it
the owner. At the time of writ- there is a Post Office which looks okay for sailing.
ing this log up (Nov 96) the is- has a modest selection of gen-
landers have been given some erally good provisions includ-
lottery money which should ing alcohol But opening times
mean they can buy the island. are limited, so do check before
There are a few roads, and a you make the 3 mile walk, We
few rars most which of which did not find anyone offering
might poiitely be described as showers or a bath at Galmis-
bangers, they are certainly not dale, though I am sure the
public road worthy. The short guest house on the other side
distances would make travel by of the island would do them.
bicycle ideal (perhaps a little
hiliy) but everyone seemed to
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Eigg and Rhum

~*.

DAY S Satura 25 May these give up too. Unfortu- there been any wind for sail-
nately the swell makes the sails ing we would not have both-

We have a rough plan to slat annoyingly. So down they ered to go so close before
make for Soay initially. With come and out with the oars, moving on to find somewhere
some boat rolling we are off There is no tide, Tarscavaig a else. This black sand is tricky
at 1030 hrs. genoa and 1 reef. stuff to identify correctly un-
We get a lot of shelter from tiny village on Skye is about 2 less you are almost walking on
the hills on Eigg and it is;lo miles away, and according to it!
going until we clear its OS has a sandy beach. Tarscav-
shadow. Now we feel the full aig sits in a wide bay, from a It is difficult to recommend
strength, F4 and we hard on distance we cannot find sand, this as an overnight stop, there
the NW wind, I do not fancy just horrible stones. We perse- are large stones and rocks at
a long beat to Soay which we vere. on the South East corner the top of the beach, which
cannot lay on one leg. Point of the bay, just to one side of would have been difficult to

_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~rl th bot ove haw

of Sleat comes abeam,. after a a house almost on the fore- ri h ot vrhdw
conference with Treacle Too shore we find our sanid- black needed to move the boat
on VHF we opt for loch Elsort again but nice and firm, very above any breaking swell.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Nral I gus ae ol

on Skye which should be a gently shelving. A stream runs Nral us ae ol
fine reach, into the bay just here. and we break on the beach and make

use its channel to float the anchoring uncomnfortable.
Almost as soon as we decide boats up the beach a little. No It is abslutely flat calm
on a new destination the wind shelter from NW but for now through the night we float as
falls light and then to nothing. it is flat calm. It is only when the tide comes in and later
We drift slowly on for a while, we are a few yards from the gently ground in the early
occasionally a light breeze fills beach that we can tell it is hours on a short anchor
only to die away and soon sand rather than stones. Had line.
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Skye to Canna via the Cuillins
The view across the water is wards Loch Scavaig which sits to the stone quay. This an-
quite superb. the sun sets be- right under the Cuillins, The chorage suffers from the most
hind the silhouette of The sea is teeming with birdlife. notorious downdrafts. even in
Cuillin Hills, to our left Soay. and Clare sees some porpoises. this light breeze there are a
Canna and Rhum. The slow progress does not few brisk flurries Do not be

seem to matter, the view is tempted to anchor here. We
DAY 9 Sunday 26 MAY just fantastic surrounded by sail out through the narrow

mountains and islands, it is passage on the East side of the
The forecast is good. variable warm and sunny. anchorage.
becoming NE F3/4 increasing
FS. dry, sunny. To be fair the Loch Scavaig Soay harbour is our next port
reality matches this, but for i as E d of call, making slightly faster
vriablet raead this or t less Past Elgol and into Lo0ch Scav- porss. We spot a Peregrine

aig, really perfect weather for Falcon trying to catch birds on
The house on the foreshore gently exploring this bit of the cliffs. and watch a dra-
kindly offer us water and Skye. Often sailing close to the matic helicopter rescue high
some provisions 1. We grate- shore in very shallow water above us on the sheer Cuillin
fully accept the water filling watching brightly coloured mountain side.
up our containers with some- rocks on the seabed we work
thing rather clearer than Eigg our way to the head of Loch Soay harbour is weil sheltered.
"water'. They are a friendly Scavaig and behind the big there are odd mooring buoys -
couple, they tell us the rocks rocks to the anchorage. There i do not know if if would be
just here are the most ancient are one or two yachts an- okay to pick one for the night.
in the UK chored. The climbers bothy sits We did not sail right up to the

Anyway 1030 we are afloat on the the shore. Tripper very top, but the OS map sug-
and slowly we drift off to- boats from Eigol take visitors gests it dries to stone. I think
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anchoring is the best option below the
here. There are no facilities. Loch Scavaig b lwteC iln
It is 1600 hrs. We brew up and
have a snack. I have Canna
and Sanday on my mind. Well
after discussion with Clare I
announce to Treacle Too we
are going to Canna, I fancy
that clear of the Cuillins we
will pick up the NE breeze and
the 16 miles or so will whiz
by, Anyway there is pienty of
light until 2300 hrs. I am feel-
ing confident. Treacle Too are
reluctant, they clearly want to
stay at Soay. I am sure this is
our last chance to get to
Canna before we must head
back South. So we go and
Treacle decides to foilow with
the proviso to tum back if the
wind fails.

1700 hrs we leave. Progress is
slow, as we leave Soay behind
we find an awkward swell
from two directions - the NW
and S. We roll unpleasantly
and the sails slat knocking
what little breeze there is out
of them and taking the way
off the boat. I paddle a bit.
With this swell from NW I am
convinced there is some
breeze when we can clear that
great wind shadow from the
Cuillins. Treacle Too want to
turn back, but we have had a
relaxing day so far and I am
quite happy to sail until 2300
hrs. Surely we can get to mutiny from Clare as weil as and flat top of Canna make
Canna by then. Treacle Too. them stand out quite different
On the horizon about 20 Meanwhile, we have some to the shape of the other Small
miles away the Outer He- light drizzle. In spite of this Isles.
brides are clearly visible strung visibility is pretty good, and 2130hrs and we approach
out in silhouette bathed by the Canna & Sanday slowly get Canna. The church on the San-
evening sun behind. I must say closer. At some length a gentle day side distinctively marks the
that i am tempted. Probably breeze fills in from NE, and on harbour entrance. We pass the
arriving after dark. i fancy it a dead run we are pushed best spot to stop, a sandy beach
would have been a superb firmly along at 3 knots. next to a fort outside the har-
evening sail. However I am Steadily we draw clear of bour. Inside the harbout there
sure it would have brought Treacle Too. The sheer sides are a several yachts anchored.
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Well sheltered this is an attrac- The Church on Sanday is distinctive
tive place, grassy green hills
and several cottages along the
harbout frontage.

Where to stop is more tricky.
No problem to anchor, but
we will want to get ashore in
the morning. With hindsight
this is what we should have
done. we could have easily
rowed the boats to the shore
in the morning.

There is really no good spot to
dry out inside the harbour. If
you visit take a good look at
the beach outside the harbour
under the fort, I am sure it
would be fine at neaps, per-
haps springs as well. At the
head of the harbour there is a
low bridge over the tiny chan-
nel just navigable in a Way-
farer at high tide. One could
close to high water dry out
here. but it would be too far
to move the boat over mostly
mud to or from the water
when we arrived.

Eventually we opt for stop-
ping by an old stone slip/walk-
way on the North side of the
harbour, where the bottom is
not too rough to dry out on.
Treacle Too stop alongside us,
and with a complicated ar-
rangement of anchor lines,
ropes ashore and fenders we
bed down as darkness fails.
During the night the F5 duly Return leg - Canna to Eigg
arrives. I had completely mis-
calculated the tides, we float
for many hours more than I Monday 27 MAY day 10 an extensive exploratory walk
expected and I have to get up I can only find the Post Office
several times to adjust ropes to Our reward for a restless night (closd), phone and a shop on
try and stop us banging on the is a beautiful mornig, blue the ferry pier selling sweets
stone slip. Eventually the tide sky and warm sunshine. Canna (also closed). On the hillside a
recedes and the boa rests on and Sanday seem to have their bothy occupied by school kids
the bottom - peace. Definetly own distinctive character and I has a shower (of sorts) which
our worst night. am so glad that we came. I they say i can use. Even when

had hoped to find a guest I return at il00 with Clare
house and a shower, but after
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they are all somewhat mysteri- down the waves, a few puffins, short hop to Muck, the islands
ously still asleep. Still the wa- seals and porpoises. afford some shelter from the
ter is hot. Our destination is Eigg again. West and I think it would have
It was during my walk that i been a reasonable though damp
find the sandy beach outside DAY 11 Tuesday 28 May sail Besides we had not visited
the harbour. On the West side I did not note the forecas to- Muck. However I could not get
of the bridge with Sanday day. I recall it being breezy, per- any Support for the idea.
there is also a small sandy haps F5/6 and Westerly I am x do manage to improve the
beach going down to the wa- sure. We had a slightly disturbed mooring lines by rigging an elas-
ters edge, which would be night when the boat floated at tic spring. g think in future it is
okay to dry out on - this is high tide and snatched on the worth taking a proper one.
best approached from the sea- shore lines.
ward side unless you want to
lower your mast ! a wet day on Eigg
We have a leisurely morning Anyway it pours with rain all
enjoying the sunshine and our day and the wind is no good for
glorious surroundings. If you Ardnamurchan Point so we do
have a chance to visit this not sail. Clare and I walk inland
place do not miss it. to the Post Office wearing

1330 hrs. the wind has eased a welges and wet. Bule -
touch to F4. now from the we get pretty wet, But we find

a few goodies in the compara-
North and we ieave Canna tively well stocked Post Office

shop and spend the rest of the
sky. the view ali around is
stunning, mountains and is- day reading and eating and
lands, the sea glistening. A sw- d
perb sail. surfing occasionally I had toyed with the idea of a
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Eigg to Arisaig
Wednesday 29 May Channel is more challenging. as first a celebratory beer in
Day 12 an exit route it looks okay. in- the bar.

Now there is some really bad bound I fancy quite tricky to I log us safely off the water
weather coming our way. The pick out its entrance. with the Coastguard and
outlook is for gales. We have a A little confusingly Arisaig is at thank them for their help.
24hr window to get back. To- the head of Loch nan Ceall. The We survey the options for
days forecast from CC is West Sound of Arisaig refers to the recovering the boats. There
F4 going SW F4-6. I wish we wider stretch of water South of is a small boatyard with a
had gone to Muck yesterday Arisaig promontory. fair but steepish slip, we
or even on Monday evening. Arisaig is a pleasant smail town. think this might be okay.
from there we had a better We anchor on the South side in
angle for Ardnamurchan Point front of the grass saltings, and
and Sound of Mull. From Eigg then dry the boats out on the
there is only one real option. grass at the top of the tide. Per-
the short run to Arisaig almost haps there would be some shel-
due West on the mainland. ter from the trees to the South
From there we can get our when the wind picks up. In Ari-
cars and trailers by land and saig we find shops, post Office
recover the boats. and best of all the Hotel offer-
Jib and one reef set and on a ing £3 showers. But first things
nice broad reach, The Sgurr of
Eigg slipps behind us and the
last days sail of our holiday.
always a sad feeling.
We keep looking over our
shoulder waiting for the F6
gusts, but they never come.
None the less I am anxious not
to miss the entrance to Arisaig
(we are heading for the bigger
South channel). We are steer-
ing a strict compass course and
I have put the waypoint in the
GPS for the entrance.

A white blob painted on the
rocks just South of the en-
trance guides us in (I thought it
looked like a white cottage
from the distance). and as it
turns out there is no confusion
as to where the entrance lies.
We pick out the various offly-
ing rocks as detailed in the pi-
lot and on the OS map. Once
in the channel there are fre-
quent perches to guide us
through the bends. The North
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Recovering the boats from Arisai `

DAY 13 Thursday 30 May anchors, by pure good fortune and raining heavily. I pull a
Whimbrel has floated over a fleece on and my cagoule.

The tent is stowed and all the large rock in the grass and grabbed the torch and go out-
gear packed away in the boat, come to rest a few inches from side. The cottage is no more
we expect to be back before it, suffering no damage. Trea- than 100 yards from the boats,
the tide floats the boats cle Too has lodged into a gap and from the garden wall I am
though. in the saltings. The wind is startled to see water edging its

howling, but we have chosen way only a few feet from the
It was at this point that I the best spot with reasonable boats. I call Rob for a second
should have checked the tides shelter from the trees, hardly opinion, we agree that the
carefully. Firstly the tidal any fetch for waves to build boats will be floating within
heights were rising, and a SW up and soft grass. We are very half an hour. No time for even
gale would be blowing tomor- lucky. We unload the gear a cup of tea, I rouse Clare and
row. The next high tide would from the boat into the car. Carofine.
be much higher, there was an
obvious risk that the boats be Now a little lighter when a I look across the harbour to
afloat long before we got back gust hit the boat she is shaken the boatyard where the slip is,
and free to swing around in a hard and almost picked up, so it is still blowing as hard as
gale. we lower the mast as well to ever. yachts on moorings and

cut the windage to minimum. at anchor out in the harbour
We choose the bus to Fort
William, this is slightly quicker Rob & Caroline have been are swinging and pitching un-
than the train and very much chatting to the builder reno- comfortably in the short sea. I
cheaper. The bus ride to Fort vating an old cottage just by ing the bossroundto row-
William is about an hour. we the saltings the boats are on. ng the boats round to the slp.
have a 2 hour wait for a con- He kindly offers the use of the and then trying to recover
nection to Oban which gives cottage for us to sleep in. them through the waves thatwould be crashing onto the
us a chance to do some shop- It is now nearly midnight. at slip. It is not a choice I care
ping. Fort William is quite a last we are tucked up in our for.
tourist and shopping centre. sleeping bags on dry and solid
However the jouney to Oban land. Well I check the tides The road comes right down to
takes 2 hours longer than ex- more carefully before setting the saltings. and we decide
pected due to a serious road the alarm, high water around our best bet is to float the
accident up on the road ahead 0600 - the boats wouid proba- boats over the lumpiest
of us. bly float around 0500, say ground as the tide comes in,
By the time we have collected add lhour for safety and a bit then for the last bit float them
cars and trailers and driven more to get up and have some onto their trolleys. Four of us
back to Arisaig it is nearly tea. I set the alarm for 0300 - should then be able to drag
2200hrs. and there is a full to wake up and check where them to the road. We don
gate blowing. We see some the water was. warm gear and fuil ollskins.
dramatic gusts on the coast
road - down off the hill and
literally picking up a great DAY 14 Friday 31 May
cloud of water from the loch. I
am very concemed for the So for 3 hours I doze for a bit,
boats. and at 0300 hrs crawl out of
As we approach the boats they my warm sleeping bag. It is
have obviously dragged their blowing stronger than ever
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The manouevre works very Appendix |
sweetly. Clare and I take two
long ropes. one from the bow
one from the stern and work COOKING series 1:50000 No.s
the boats through the saltings 32,39.40,47,49 covered our
and onto the more level grass Epigas butane/propane stove cruise.
closer to the road. Rob and with 3 spare "250" canisters.
Caroline do likewise with MSR multifuel stove and l litre COASTGUA
Treacle Too. Then onto the of petrol, this wil also burns RD
trolleys and safely clear of the parrafin. It is good practice when going
water. By 0500 hrs we have Water in two 10 litre plastic to sea to inform the coast-
the boats safely on their trail- water containers fitted with guard, we sent our details to
ers well clear of the tide. taps. Note we are on the ex. Oban coastguard and gener-
Back at the cottage we have cessive side with both fuel and ally kept in touch throughout
some tea and breakfast. Rob water - cooking proper meals the fortnight. It is not neces-
and Caroline go back to their and heating water for washing sary to log the start and finish
sleeping bags. salt off in the evenings. of every day, make it clear
Clare and i are awake and not y w day t he th
in the mood for going back to CHARTS & PILOTS & every few days. it helps the

CC to know you are sailing insleep, there seems little point NAVIGATION the area.
in putting off the 10 hr drive lmray Laurie Norie & Wilson -
back to Shropshire. With the The Yachtsman's Pilot To The The CG transmits the
boat loaded onto the trailer West Coast of Scotland - Crin- marinecall forecast on VHF
and strapped down we leave nan to Canna by Martin ch67 (announced on chl6
Arisaig at 0600 hrs our cruise Lawrence covered our cruise first). Check the times. We
and early morning excitement except for Skye which is cov- picked this up as far as Eigg on
over. ered by the same series pilot" our handheld VHF. The CC

FOOD Castle Bay to Cape Wrath-. could not receive us from the
Imray C65 &C66 West coast islands on VHF, so use theOban has big supermarkets. of Scotand phone instead.

We took dried and long life of Scotlan.
foods - lentils(we are vegetari- Ordnance Survey landranger
ans). rice, smash, cous cous.
noodles. pitta bread, peas.
sprouted wheat bread. vege. BOAT & EQUIPMENT
tarian pate, tomatoe paste and Whimbrel 9001 is 6 years old mklA GRP Porters
a few tins. and some pasta. * Sails; main with 2 deep slab reefing points & sail head buoy-
Plus margarine, jam. marmite. ancy, genoa, jib, storm jib.
tea & coffee. some fresh veg- * I plough 101b anchor with 2m chain & 30m anchorplait. grap-
etables onions, carrots which nel 101b with 2m chain
would keep. We took squash * Flares: 2 parachute distress, 2 white handheld
to make up into drinks. We * Ughtweight mkl tent
also had a water purifier since * 2 long fenders for boat rollers
we reckoned that a lot of the * Oars and paddle
time we would be taking wa- * Ist aid box
ter from streams, well this may * Head torches & 1 maglite torch
have made the water safe to * Bag of assorted rope !
drink but it also made it horri- * Waterproof handheld VHF radio & spare battery, GPS
ble to taste so we drank tea or * Radio (for shipping forecast)
coffee when we were uncer- * Ortlieb waterproof bags for clothing and sleeping bags
tain of the water! * Musto oilies, Musto pile. Buffalo. Trax, North Cape thermals

* Hamesses for us both
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Books are to be returned on or before
the last date below
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